VULCAN MINIJET™ COMBI OVEN

GOODBYE COMPLEXITY. HELLO CAPABILITY.
It’s a revolution in simplicity. The Minijet™ takes the complexity out of combi cooking
so you can take full advantage of the speed, precision and versatility combis are
supposed to offer–all in an oven sized to thrive in your kitchen.
vulcanequipment.com

VULCAN MINIJET™ COMBI OVEN
ONE VERSATILE WORKHORSE. THREE HELPFUL DISPLAYS.
ABC: AS SIMPLE AS IT GETS

Exclusive ABC display lets average to highly
skilled operators simply set temp + time

JET: MORE CONTROL WHEN YOU NEED IT
JET display gives highly skilled chefs full
control over all settings

AUTO: PREPROGRAMMED EASE

AUTO display lets entry-level users touch
a picture of the item they want to cook

Optimal humidity is automatically set
based on temperature

Choose convection, steam or combi,
set your humidity, and more

Create and save custom recipes, or use
preloaded common recipes

Zero fear factor or frustration for operators

Cook with food probe to your desired temp

Display only your favorites for quick access

î
î

Take the guesswork out of
combi cooking to get the most
from your most versatile piece
of cooking equipment.
Free up space to maximize your
work area, and do more with
less equipment.
Make it quick and easy for
entry-level operators to achieve
repeatable results for quality
output.
No need to overwhelm users
with too many options. Simplify
screens to simplify workflow.

Masterful design. Precision performance. State-of-the-art innovation. For over 150
years, Vulcan has been recognized throughout the world for top-quality, energy-efficient
commercial cooking equipment that consistently produces spectacular results. Trust
Vulcan to help make your foodservice operation run just right—every time.
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MINI-JET
Shown with optional stand
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Show only the settings that
matter to your kitchen.

î

Picture-based selections for
preprogrammed recipes.

Simply set the temperature and
time to attain the speed, precision
and versatility of combi cooking.

î

Get the cooking performance
of a combi oven in a
compact package.

Quick and easy to manipulate,
even when wearing gloves.

î

Humidity level control
automatically adjusts after
setting temperature in ABC
display.

BENEFIT

î

Customizable displays

î

Touch-N-Go recipes

î

Small size with zero
clearance

î

ABC algorithm for
optimal humidity
settings

Simplify combi cooking
using the essential settings.

î

ABC display

Intuitive use with both a
knob and a touchscreen.

î

Exclusive Twin Control

î

ADVANTAGE
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